
WHISTLE BOARDS POLICY and the 20mph SPEED LIMIT – NEW INFO 

 

 

At our main appearance in October, I produced an only-just-discovered Rail 

Standards and Safety Board document of 2009 which appeared to show clearly that 

NR had then just agreed a change to its practices, in that it would no longer be 

compulsory for whistle boards to be provided in both directions, especially in cases 

where there was a horn noise nuisance to residents in adjacent built up areas. Whilst 

copies were given to the Inspector and NR, it has not got onto the website documents, 

so I am attaching it here (Att. A). The section marked in marker pen in l/h margin is 

clearly a direct quote from an NR document (author/sender Steve Constantine) 

announcing the new policy. The section marked in ordinary pen in the l/h margin is a 

submission from the RSSB itself to the ORR formally requesting the ORR to alter the 

wording on whistle boards in a forthcoming new edition of their ‘Guide’, to meet the 

new policy (which, as we will see below, resulted from research carried out by the 

RSSB in combination with NR and ORR in 2006-7). 

 

I asked at the inquiry in October how it was that all the NR evidence at the inquiry 

was that, under current instructions, whistle boards always have to be provided in 

both directions (if provided at all), given that that had been the pre-2009 policy, which 

had clearly been altered then. As what NR were saying on current instructions was 

presumably correct, the policy had seemingly been altered back again afterwards? Not 

unreasonably, the NR witnesses were unable to answer this off the top of their head, 

and I asked if NR could pursue the seeming conflict for the inquiry’s benefit, also 

undertaking to try to pursue it further myself. It would appear (?) that NR have not 

come back to you on this, however following communications with the very helpful  

Chief Operating Officer RSSB, I am now able to add more myself. 

 

The relevance of all this to the inquiry, in respect of Paget Rd, is re NR’s argument 

that the 20mph down line restriction, which they say cannot be removed so long as the 

crossing is open, is a handicap to train running and thereby contrary to national policy 

(this ‘delays’ point being of course one of their main pillars of argument on crossings 

at large).  NR witnesses did confirm in October that (a) there would be no need for a 

down whistle board here were it not for their being an up board, as per the above 

‘current instructions’ nationally, and (b) that the 20mph limit could be immediately 

increased to 30mph were it not for having to have a down whistle board for this 

reason. [And the latter would in fact be 45mph, not delaying trains starting from the 

station at all, if the 50% increase for vulnerable persons had not been so oddly 

applied].  

     To which must be added that the whole point of whistle boards is to give crossing 

users a horn warning in advance of the train becoming visible. At Paget Rd the down 

trains’ horn is only sounded after the train has become visible, vitiating the whole 

purpose of why whistle boards were invented in the first place! 

     The whole Paget Rd case from NR on this ‘delaying trains’ front, now that the 

more significant up speed limit has been removed, is therefore dependent 

entirely on their rigid adherence to the ‘if there is one, there must be two’ policy. 

So if that policy can be shown to be unreasonable, the case evaporates. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 



What I have been able to discover, in historical date order, is as follows. In the early 

2000s there was a great and quite unprecedented outburst of public complaint about 

train horn noise, principally owing to new trains that had been built elsewhere in 

Europe (a new thing at that date) having louder horns than the established UK 

practice. In response to this, the RSSB in 2006 set up a cross-rail-industry Train 

Horns Steering Group, on which ORR and NR were of course represented. This 

resulted in three research reports T668, T680, and T681 (summaries available online – 

search by the numbers). The conclusions of these reports on the matters here relevant 

were: 

 

    - There was no definite evidence that the sounding of horns at foot crossings did 

actually provide any significant safety benefit to crossing users. (‘There is significant 

uncertainty over the level of safety benefit provided by whistle boards’) 

    - In so far as there was any evidence that any possible safety benefit to crossing 

users might accrue, this was outweighed or at least equalled by the harmful impact of 

excessive horn noise on local residents. (‘The cost valuations assigned to a modest 

impact on the health of railway neighbours counter, and generally outweigh, the 

safety benefits to crossing users’). 

 

Clearly the only rational response to such conclusions would have been to abandon 

horn soundings at many/most foot crossings, at least in well populated areas.  

 

The RSSB commissioned further research in 2007 into the most appropriate policy for 

whistle boards henceforth, in the light of the initial conclusions. This resulted in a 

definite rejection of the ‘if there is one there must be two’ policy, as noted in the 

RSSB document attached (Att. B). 

 

It now becomes clear why NR, rationally, altered their policy on whistle boards in 

2009 as set out in the S. Constantine quote at Att.A. 

 

How then did this change end up being so quickly reversed? Nobody amongst the 

current RSSB staff can offer any explanation on that. (Sadly, staff ephemerality in 

post is a major cause of ignorance of why things are as they are, in the present day rail 

industry). But the Att. A document assists further on this. It reveals that in 2010 ORR 

(as noted above) were consulting on an intended revision of their ‘Managing Level 

Crossings’ document, which is a prime background to NR policy. RSSB were 

naturally pointing out the need to amend it to meet the new standards on whistle 

boards which had been agreed with NR (and seemingly ORR) after the research 

project. But when the revised version came out in 2011 [which is still the current 

version in 2018] it had reverted to the pre-2009 ‘if there is one there must be two’ 

policy!  

 

As NR themselves ‘don’t know’, we must work out for ourselves what had happened. 

It is not difficult to guess. Clearly the ORR and NR people who were actually 

involved with the research Steering Group had themselves been persuaded of the 

sense of the conclusions and so had implemented them. But when it came to revising 

the ‘Guide’ the matter had come to the attention of other ORR (and NR?) people who 

had not been involved, and had no interest in balancing the needs of crossing users 

and affected residents, but only in seeing the continuation of the previous ‘safety 

safety and more safety, and damn the impact on the public’ policy. (The UK extreme 



rail safety obsession is not paralleled in any other country, per contra the provision of 

a reliable service every day to rail users, now low down the agenda in the UK, is a 

major priority in other ‘advanced’ countries). 

 

Thus the only research work on the issue ever conducted by the rail industry, which 

had been done in a rational and unprejudiced fashion, was within a couple of years 

overturned by others who had no such rational concerns. 

 

On top of that, NR, at some unknown date subsequent to the research, has imposed 

the ‘three second blast’ instead of the previous short sounding of the horn.  

    (It seems to be impossible to find anyone still in post who can explain how this 

happened either, but obviously it is another piece of ORR/NR ‘safety extremism’ 

imposed without any concern for the public, and making the perceived noise level 

worse than it was before the 2006 research was commissioned. It might be noted that 

another conclusion of the research reports was that more noise from horns did not 

appear to offer any extra safety benefit to crossing users than the previous quieter 

noise).  

 

The RSSB did (at their own suggestion) forward my questions to Mr Allan Spence, 

Head of Corporate Passenger and Public Safety at NR. It was specifically sent to him 

at ‘HQ’ in the hope that there might be someone there able to give a proper 

explanation. However Mr Spence instead merely forwarded the communication to the 

NR Anglia offices at Stratford, whence came a reply from a ‘Community Relations 

Manager’. He was (not surprisingly) ‘not able to state’ why the recommendation for a 

revised whistle boards policy had ‘not been taken forward’, and merely quoted the 

policy wording in the 2011 ‘Guide’. He did not respond at all re the introduction of 

the three-second blast. It is evident that we are not likely to ever  be usefully assisted 

by NR themselves as to their own history! 

 

In conclusion then, NR is now relying on a policy that was radically rejected by 

the only rail industry group that has ever studied the subject properly (or at all). 

In these circumstances the SoS could scarcely make a post-inquiry decision on 

the basis that current ORR/NR policy is deemed to be an unchallengeable thing. 

 

If the research conclusions had not been kyboshed by the hardliners of the ‘safety 

establishment, the down speed limit here would now be 30 [or 45] mph, not 20, and 

50% of the ‘noise harrassment’ that has afflicted Wivenhoe for the last years could be 

eliminated overnight.  

 

In addition to all the above, the up whistle board -  which is the only reason for there 

being a down whistle board - is itself only provided on the basis of the very 

challengeable NR claim that up trains cannot be seen until they are 83m away. 
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